Articulatory information has been shown to be effective in improving the performance of hidden Markov model (HMM)-based text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis. Recently, deep learningbased TTS has outperformed HMM-based approaches. However, articulatory information has rarely been integrated in deep learning-based TTS. This paper investigated the effectiveness of integrating articulatory movement data to deep learning-based TTS. The integration of articulatory information was achieved in two ways: (1) direct integration, where articulatory and acoustic features were the output of a deep neural network (DNN), and (2) direct integration plus forward-mapping, where the output articulatory features were mapped to acoustic features by an additional DNN; These forward-mapped acoustic features were then combined with the output acoustic features to produce the final acoustic features. Articulatory (tongue and lip) and acoustic data collected from male and female speakers were used in the experiment. Both objective measures and subjective judgment by human listeners showed the approaches integrated articulatory information outperformed the baseline approach (without using articulatory information) in terms of naturalness and speaker voice identity (voice similarity).
Introduction
Text-to-speech (TTS) synthesis is a process of generating speech waveform from textual input [1, 2] . TTS is widely used for human-computer interaction and communication aid. Clinically, TTS is used as an assistive technology for speech communication. TTS can be adapted in book reading devices for blind people [3, 4] and augmentative & alternative communication (AAC) device for patients with neurological speech disorders [5] . In addition, speech synthesis can serve as a speech output component of a silent speech interface [6] , which converts voiceless patient's articulatory movement (e.g., tongue and lip) to speech. Besides the success of speech synthesis with a standard voice output for normal people, researchers recently started working on reconstructing personalized voice of people who are losing or already lost their ability to speak [7] [8] [9] [10] , e.g., laryngectomees (individuals following a laryngectomy, surgical removal of larynx).
Statistical parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [11] has the advantage of flexibility, more controllable, and small footprint which make it suitable for clinical applications. Deep learning models (e.g. deep neural network and variations) have been used for acoustic modeling in SPSS recently and outperformed traditional HMM-based approaches [11] [12] [13] [14] . Despite the recent success of TTS, the conventional deep learning-based TTS still requires a large training data set from one speaker, which is a limit for some clinical application. It is difficult to collect large amount of high-quality audio data from patients with speech disorders (e.g., laryngectomees, who are unable to produce quality speech).
Articulatory movement information provides a description to speech utterances [15] and a compensation of insufficient training data. Articulatory movement information is expected to improve the personalization and naturalness of synthesized voice [15] . Another potential of articulatory movement data is that it can be collected almost harmlessly from people who are unable to produce speech sounds (e.g., laryngectomees). Ling and colleagues [15] proposed an approach of integrating articulatory features into HMM-based parametric speech synthesis [16] , and proved the improvement in acoustic parameter prediction and speech naturalness [15] . Integration of articulatory data in deep learning-based TTS system, however, has rarely been studied. Relevant work including articulation-tospeech synthesis using DNN can be found in [17] [18] [19] [20] .
In this paper, we investigated the effectiveness of integrating articulatory movement information in deep learning-based TTS with small amount of training data. Experiments of two methods of integrating articulatory data have been conducted. One is the direct integration (DI) method, which is to train the DNN model with the output layer composed by concatenating acoustic features and articulatory features. During testing stage, only the predicted acoustic parameters are sent into vocoder to generate speech waveform. The other approach is the direct integration plus forward-mapping (DI+FM) method which uses a learning mode same to DI method, but during the testing session, the output articulatory features were forward-mapped to acoustic features by another DNN trained with same training dataset. Then the weighted average of original predicted acoustic features and forward-mapped acoustic features was used as the input of vocoder to generate speech waveform. uation is the accuracies of acoustic parameter predictions. The subjective evaluation is the average preference score in naturalness and speaker voice identity (similarity to original voice) of multiple listeners. The experimental results show that applying articulatory data to deep learning-based TTS (DI and DI+FM) outperformed the baseline approach (without using articulatory information) in both objective and subjective evaluations.
Articulatory Data Set
For this study, we used data from two speakers (one male and one female). No history of other speech, language, or cognitive problem was reported. Each subject repeated a sequence of 132 phrases at their habitual speaking rates twice during data recording. The phrases were selected from phrases that are frequently spoken by AAC devices users [21, 22] . An example phrase is how are you doing? A total of 528 phrases were recorded.
Tongue motion tracking device
The articulatory movement (and acoustic) data were collected using the Wave system (Northern Digital Inc., Waterloo, Canada) ( Figure 1a ). Movement of articulators was recorded by attaching four small sensors to the surface of the lips and tongue (two on the tongue and two on lips). A head sensor was attached to the middle of forehead for head correction. Tongue sensors were attached to the tongue using dental glue (PeriAcry1 90, GluStitch). Head and lip sensors were attached with skin tape. Articulatory data from the four-sensor set tongue tip (TT, 5-10 mm to tongue apex), tongue back (TB, 20-30mm back from TT), upper lip (UL), and lower lip (LL) was used for this study [23, 24] . The locations of the five sensors are shown in Figure 1b . The sampling rate of recording was 100Hz. Participants were seated with their head next to the magnetic field generator (The blue box in Figure 1a ) during data collection session. The spatial precision of movement tracking using Wave System is about 0.5mm [25] . Before the formal data collection, a three-minute training session helped participants adapt to speak with tongue sensors.
Data processing
Preprocessing was applied to the raw movement data before analysis. First, the movement of head was subtracted from the motion data of tongue and lips to obtain head-independent articulator movement. The derived 3D Cartesian coordinates system is shown in Figure 1b , in which x is left-right direction, y is vertical, and z is front-back direction. In this study, only y and z coordinates were used for analysis [26] . Second, a 5th-order Butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 20Hz was used to remove noise in the movement data [27] . Since the frame shift length of acoustic feature extraction is set to 5 milliseconds, all articulation data were upsampled to 200Hz.
Method 3.1. DNN without articulatory data: baseline approach
A conventional DNN-based TTS model includes a duration model DNN (DM-DNN) that predicts the durations of phones from input phone labels, and an acoustic model DNN (AM-DNN) that predicts an acoustic sequence from a sequence of acoustic labels [28] . In this study, a relatively smaller size DNN is used in DM-DNN. The input of DM-DNN is the full-context labels mapped to numerical features, the output is the corresponding duration (as the number of frames) of the units the labels belong to, which was limited to phone [28] . AM-DNN, on the other hand, takes the full-context labels and positional information frames as input according to the duration generated by DM-DNN and predicts acoustic parameters for vocoder to synthesized speech voice. This implementation is used for obtaining the baseline results in this study since no articulatory data was used in this model. 
TTS based on DNN with articulatory data
The design of our approaches for integrating articulatory information in DNN-based TTS is shown in Figure 2 . In the direct integration (DI) approach, the articulatory features are used as the additional output of AM-DNN and the speech waveform is generated from the acoustic features predicted by AM-DNN. For the direct integration plus forward-mapping (DI+FM) approach, FM-DNN is additionally used, which is used for mapping the output articulatory data predicted by AM-DNN to acoustic parameters. Then, acoustic speech is synthesized by the weighted average of acoustic features predicted by the DI approach and the forward-mapped (FM) acoustic features.
The weights for combining DI acoustic features and FM acoustic features were found when minimizing the RMSE of predicted acoustic features (DI+FM) during development. These weights are expected to represent the relationship between acoustic and articulatory features and vary between different speakers. For experiments with our dataset, the weights that minimizing the RMSE of acoustic features during development is 12:1 (DI vs FM acoustic feature) for the female speaker and 20:1 for the male speaker.
Experimental setup and measures
As mentioned, 264 phrases were recorded from each participant. Speaker dependent TTS experiments were conducted. 220 phrases were used for training, 24 phrases as development set, and 20 as testing set, there is no overlap between development and testing set. The vocoder used in this study is WORLD [29, 30] .
In the preliminary experiment (use training and development set only), three different DNNs, 6 × 512, 4 × 1024 and 6 × 1024 (i.e., n × m denotes n hidden layers with hidden units of m) were validated for AM-DNN, the two speaker's average results of AM-DNN are shown in Table 1 , which indicated that 6 × 1024 DNN is optimal for our experiment. The structure of FM-DNN was found by validating the performance of 6 × 1024 AM-DNN and FM-DNN in three smaller different sizes (Table 2) together. In addition, for each of three different FM-DNN, summation weights from 8 to 30 were verified. Eventually 4 × 512 DNN was found optimal in this case and as mentioned, 12 and 20 were found as optimal weight for female and male speakers, the results are shown in Table 2 .
The predicted acoustic parameters include: 1-dimensional log scale of fundamental frequency (log-f0), 5-band aperiodicities (BAP) (0-1, 1-2, 2-4, 4-6, 6-8 kHz) [31] , 60-dimensional mel-cepstral coefficients (MCCs), concatenated with their first and second derivatives, and 1-dimensional voiced/unvoiced label (V/UV). Articulatory feature is the 2-dimensional movement of four sensors and their first and second derivatives, which is 24-dimensional (2 × 4 × 3 = 24). Therefore, the dimension of output layer in AM-DNN without and with articulatory data is 199 ((1 + 5 + 60) × 3 + 1 = 199) and 223 (199 + 24 = 223) respectively. All acoustic features were extracted frame by frame in a step size of 5ms. The inputs of [33] . Other details of experiment setup are shown in Table 1 . The DNN models in this study were implemented with Merlin speech synthesis toolkit [33] . Both subjective and objective evaluation were used in the project. The objective evaluation includes root-mean-square error (RMSE) of the logarithm of fundamental frequency (logf0), Mel-Cepstral distortion (MCD) [34] , band aperiodicities (BAPs) distortion, and voiced/unvoiced (V/UV) prediction error rate. The V/UV error rate is the error rate of predicting a frame is voiced or unvoiced. The computation of MCD and BAP distortion is shown in equation (1). In equation (1), C and C gen denote the original and generated voice, respectively, m is the frame step (or time), d denotes dth dimension in frame m. D is the dimension of features, which is 60 for MCD and 5 for the BAP, respectively.
The subjective evaluation is the average preference scores in terms of naturalness and speaker voice identity (similarity to the original voice) of 20 synthesized phrases. The subjective evaluation was done by 10 listeners, who were all English speakers, speakers of our data were not included, the average score of two speakers are shown in Figure 4 . 
Results & Discussion
The synthesized speech by the three methods (baseline, DI, and DI+FM) was measured both objectively ( Figure 3 ) and subjectively ( Figure 4 ). Lower objective measures indicated a better performance.
As shown in Figure 3 , RMSE of log-f0, distortion of BAP and MCCs, and V/UV error rate were all decreased by integrating articulatory features in either of two integration approaches. The results showed that integrating articulatory movement information in DNN-based TTS improved the quality of synthesized speech. When comparing the direct integration (DI) and the DI+FM approaches, results were not consistent in all measures. In the DI+FM approach, RMSE of log-f0 and MCD in all experiments were further decreased, except BAP and V/UV for the female speaker (SPK1).
Conventionally, the accuracy of acoustic features such as f0 and V/UV are not thought to have certain relationship with articulators' movement. In this study both of them were improved by adding articulatory features. These findings provide evidence for speech science that extracted f0 and V/UV flag from the synthesis speech could be reflected by articulatory information to some extent. This could possibly be explained that tongue body back movement/position may slightly affect vibration of vocal folds and then improve the speech output quality in terms of pitch and voiced/unvoiced errors.
Subjective evaluation (Figure 4 ) also indicated that adding articulatory information (in either integration approach) increased the naturalness and similarity significantly. For the comparison between the two integration approaches, the DI approach slightly outperformed the DI+FM approach in naturalness, while the DI+FM approach generated voice that sounds more similar to speaker's original voices.
As mentioned previously, the training data size is generally limited in clinical applications. This study demonstrated that another type of information (although also of limited size) could benefit the TTS quality (naturalness and speaker voice identity). There is a logistic difficulty in collecting articulatory data [26] . Fortunately, acoustic-to-articulatory inverse mapping is available and could be used to generate pseudo-articulatory data in practical applications (e.g., [35] [36] [37] Figure 4 : Results of subjective evaluations.
Conclusion & Future Work
This study demonstrated the effectiveness of integrating articulatory movement information into deep learning-based TTS with a small training data set. Both of the proposed integration approaches: direct integrating (DI) and direct integrating plus forward-mapping approach (DI+FM) outperformed the baseline approach (DNN without articulatory information) in terms of both objective and subjective measures (naturalness and speaker voice identity). These findings proved the effectiveness of applying articulatory data to deep learning-based TTS. Future work includes verifying the conclusions above with large amount of data and other approaches to merge two types of acoustic features (DI and FM).
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